Loaded configuration from file karsigner.yml SHA-256 5a2ff2646e14ab6883fd972af9baf1cd91c237b01df738
b1f9288a449ed3ac WORDS enlist combustion uproot getaway goldfish belowground rhythm gravity Mohawk Wyoming preshrunk combustion rocker Norwegian rocker Brazilian sugar Brazilian blowtorch infancy absurd therapist hockey Medusa billiard minnower newborn paragon crumpled onlooker stapler unicorn
Configuration validated
Initializing PKCS#11 module lua using /usr/safenet/lunaclient/lib/libCryptoki2_64.so
HSM First slot: HSM9E_KSK-2024
HSM ManufacturerID: 0000000000000000
HSM Model: Luna G7
HSM Serial: 1658876115494
Generate key
Generated key: key_label=Xmyv6jo alg=RSA bits=2048 exp=65537
Generated key Xmyv6jo has key tag 38696 for algorithm=AlgorithmDNSSEC.RSAHASH256, flags=0x101
Generated key Xmyv6jo has key tag 38824 with the REVOKE bit set (flags 0x181)
DS record for generated key:
  IN DS 38696 8 2 683D2D0ACB8C9B72A1948B27F741213288DE0A45CD612C463AF444A4C0FB2B16
  >> frighten crucifix button Apollo spheroid megaton puppy hideaway brickyard bottomless deadbolt pion eer lockup hydraulic atlas bottomless breakup microscope allow detector ancient frequency Burbank dictator cleanup Virginia crumpled Pandora slowdown Wichita briefcase bodyguard